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Binding dynamics and pathways of ligands or inhibitors to target proteins are challenging both
experimental and theoretical biologists. A dynamics understanding of inhibitors interacting with
protein is essential for the design of novel potent drugs. In this work we applied a coarse-grained
molecular dynamics method for simulating inhibitors entering the binding cavity of human
immunodeficiency virus type 1 protease �PR�. It shows that the coarse-grained dynamics, consistent
with the experimental results, can capture the essential molecular dynamics of various inhibitors
binding into PR. The primary driving force for the binding processes is the nonbond interaction
between inhibitors and PR. The size and topology of inhibitors and the interacting strength between
inhibitors and PR have great influence on the binding mode and processes. The interaction strength
between the PR and various inhibitors is also analyzed by atomistic molecular mechanics and
Poisson–Boltzmann solvation area method. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3148022�

I. INTRODUCTION

Conformational dynamics plays essential roles in regu-
lating protein functions.1,2 How protein dynamics, arising
from ligands binding into proteins, protein docking with
DNA/RNA, and protein-protein interactions, would affect
the functions have been far beyond understanding both ex-
perimentally and theoretically. For a wide range of protein
functions, dynamics and pathways of ligands or inhibitors
binding to proteins are especially challenging since ligand
binding and inhibition induce collective dynamics and large-
scale conformational changes in the target proteins. For ex-
ample, proteins will undergo �a� conformational transition
between distinctive states; �b� allostery and cooperativity of
multisite activities or intersubunit interactions in a multim-
eric protein. At the same time, flexibility, fluctuations, and
correlated dynamics of proteins are intrinsically regulated by
ligands binding or inhibition activities. A understanding of
dynamics collectivity, transition pathways and correlations is
vital for understanding protein functions,3 signaling net-
works, enzyme activity, and more practically for the design
of novel potent drugs.4

For the study of ligand-protein binding and interaction
dynamics, we chose human immunodeficiency virus type 1
protease �HIV-1 PR� as a model system. HIV-1 PR has a

critical role in the virus replication cycle that cleaves the gag
and pol viral polyproteins at the active site to process viral
maturation.5–7 It was found that the virus without HIV-1 PR
is noninfectious.8 Thus HIV-1 PR is continuously considered
the primary target for the AIDS treatment.9,10 However, the
effectiveness of the inhibitors is reduced gradually �since the
PR mutates frequently during inhibitor therapy�,11,12 and
novel potent inhibitors are constantly explored for an im-
proved and hopefully ultimate AIDS treatment. For this pur-
pose, a molecular understanding of binding and inhibiting
dynamics of potential inhibitors to PR is both fundamental
and practical to the HIV-1 PR drug design.

HIV-1 PR is a dimeric aspartic PR �Fig. 1�a�� with each
monomer containing about 99 residues and the active site
caved by two flexible �-hairpin flaps �i.e., residues 43–58�.
The crystallographic and NMR structures showed that HIV-1
PR exists in large ensemble of conformations, mainly dis-
tinctive for a semiopen state �i.e., Fig. 1�a�, with the flaps
packed loosely13� and a closed state �i.e., Fig. 1�a�, with the
inhibitors or substrates bound at the active site and the flaps
packed tightly14,15�. It was expected that there should be an
open configuration where flaps open wide �e.g., distance be-
tween the flap tips �20 Å�, but it is not observed in
experiments.16,17 NMR studies indicated that the flaps move
at microsecond time scale, while the flap tips undergo con-
formational exchanges on nanosecond timescale in free
HIV-1 PR.18–21 The dynamics of flaps are much constrained
when inhibitors or substrates bind into the cavity site. Appar-
ently flexibility and dynamics of flaps and ligands play key
roles in the HIV-1 PR inhibition processes. Lots of effort in
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both experiments19,20,22–25 and molecular dynamics �MD�
simulations26–32 were paid to HIV-1 PR to reveal its open/
close dynamics, intrinsic correlated motions, and free energy
changes. However, a full molecular understanding of the
ligand binding and inhibition remains unsolved. Particularly
for MD simulations of HIV-1 PR, the complete binding pro-
cesses are challenging all-atom simulations because of the
time scale and size limitation.23,33,34 Experiments suggested
that the ligands bind to PR may follow either a two-step or
one-step mechanism.24,25 This experimental finding de-
nounced the validity of previous all-atom simulations on in-
hibiting mechanism and dynamic pathways. Thus new simu-
lation algorithms, such as multiscaled coarse-grained �CG�
methods,35 should be developed for a molecular simulation
of ligands binding and inhibition dynamics of HIV-1 PR.

Similarly, the theoretical barriers and difficulties in
simulating HIV-1 PR also occur generally in other ligand-
protein complexes. In this work, using HIV-1 PR as a model
system, we applied a CG dynamics algorithm to overcome
the problems arising from all-atom MD simulation. There are
different level CG models developed for proteins. For ex-
ample, the first CG model might be the “one-bead” models,
where each amino acid residue is CG as one bead placed at
the C-alpha position.36–38 To consider more details of side-
chain effect, “two-bead” model was developed with addi-
tional bead to the one-bead model.39,40 Moreover the two-
bead models were further extended to three-bead, four-bead,
and six-bead models in more detailed backbone and side-
chain interactions �such as the mimicked hydrogen

bonds�.41–46 To consider as much as accurate conformational
terms than simple bead-networked models, an improved CG
method was tested for effectively simulating ligand binding
dynamics and product release in HIV-1 PR up to microsec-
ond time scale.32,47–51 We now adopt a similar CG strategy
and optimize further a set of CG force field parameters for
both proteins and ligands, as well as their interactions. The
methods allowed us not only to analyze the binding path-
ways of inhibitors to HIV-1 PR but also other factors such as
driving forces strength, the inhibitor size, and topology. This
will help for a much insightful understanding of ligand bind-
ing into target proteins and further inhibition.

II. ALGORITHMS AND METHODS

A. Coarse-grained models of HIV-1 PR and inhibitors

Atomistic details of HIV-1 PR and the inhibitors were
CG as hard sphere beads. For the PR, as shown in Fig. 1�b�,
each amino acid is represented as one sphere bead of differ-
ent size and weight. The effective radii of beads were taken
from the widely accepted definition by Reva et al.,52 and the
bead is placed at the C-alpha position and connected by vir-
tual bonds, angles, and dihedral angles. The inhibitors were
also CG as hard sphere beads �for details, see Eqs. �4� and
�5� and in supplementary Fig. 1 �Ref. 87�� representing dif-
ferent functional groups of the inhibitor.

With the CG treatment, total potential function �i.e., the
CG force field� for HIV-1 PR is a sum of the following
interactions:47,48

U = Ubond + Uangle + Udihedral + Uel
nonlocal + Unb

local + Unb
nonlocal,

�1�

where Ubond, Uangle, and Udihedral potentials are the bonded
interactions and the rest terms are the nonbonded interac-
tions.

The bonded and dihedral interactions, Ubond and Udihedral,
follow a harmonic format48 while Uangle takes a quadratic
double-well type �which is mainly responsible for the con-
formational changes involved in �-helix to �-sheet�. In this
work, we adopted the same process designed by Tozzini et
al.48 in parametrizing Ubond, Uangle, and Udihedral. For non-
bonded interactions, Uel

nonlocal is the electrostatic interaction
function where a distance-dependent dielectric coefficient
�i.e., �ij =4rij� mimics the aqueous environment. For the
charges of the CG beads of 20 amino acids, they take integer
values of �1, �1, +1, and +1 for Asp, Glu, Lys, and Arg
�according to their protonation in solution at pH7�, respec-
tively, while other amino acids are treated as neutral. Mean-
while a Morse potential was applied to the local and nonlocal
nonbonded interaction functions of Unb

local and Unb
nonlocal, re-

spectively. The local nonbonded interactions can break dur-
ing simulation and nonlocal interactions can form, thus allow
large conformational changes,

FIG. 1. �Color� �a� HIV-1 PR has distinct conformational states as deter-
mined by structural experiments, namely, a semiopen free PR �e.g.,
PDB:1HHP, with a distance between the flap tips of about 4.3–14 Å� and an
inhibitor-bound closed PR �e.g., PDB:1HVR, with distance between the flap
tips is �5.8 Å�. The colors indicate different structure regions as defined
�Ref. 31� the flaps �red�, flap tips �yellow�, flap elbow �pink�, cantilever
�green�, and dimer interface �cyan�, respectively; �b� CG treatment of HIV-1
PR, where atomic details are CG by hard sphere beads of amino acids.
Ligand SQV �right� as a potential inhibitor, where the functional group in
the dashed ellipse is CG as hard sphere beads �more details see supplemen-
tary Fig. 1� �Ref. 87�.
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Unb = �Unb
local = ���1 − e−��rij−r0��2 − 1� for rij � 8 Å,

Unb
nonlocal = 0.207 08��1 − e−��rij−9.75��2 − 1� for 8 Å � rij � 15 Å,

� �2�

where rij is the distance between two beads and r0 is equi-
librium position within the critical distance 8 Å from local to
nonlocal, which was taken from the average semiopen state
of PR �e.g., PDB code: 1HHP�. The fitting parameter � was
set as 0.707 11/Å, and �=6 exp�−r0 /2.8� kcal /mol.48 Other
parameterization details of the CG treatment can also refer to
the works of Tozzini et al.47,48

B. The interaction between HIV-1 PR and inhibitors

To coarse-grain the inhibitors into a branched sphere
beads, the topology of inhibitors was taken from the corre-
sponding Protein Data Bank �PDB� coordinates. The bonded
terms of its force field including bond, angle, and dihedral
angle potentials were treated as harmonic. The CG beads and
strength parameters of the potentials were set, as shown in
supplementary Tables I and II,87 respectively.

The interactions between HIV-1 PR and the inhibitor are
treated as a modified Lennard-Jones �LJ� potential,51,53

Uvdw
inter = ���Ri + Rj

rij
	8

− 1.5�Ri + Rj

rij
	6
 , �3�

where rij is the distance from bead i to j, while Ri and Rj are
the effective radii of bead i in PR and bead j in inhibitor,
respectively. The strength of the interactions is defined by the
parameter �. Different from previous studies,51 we used the
interaction energy of varied inhibitors calculated in all-atom
models to determine the value of �, and the effect of the
interaction strength will be discussed in more details in Sec.
III. For the inhibitors, the effective radius of bead is defined
as

Rj
eff = Rj

g + RCH
Vdw, �4�

in which Rj
g is radius of gyration of CG bead j, which can be

calculated by

Rj
g = ��

m

N

rmj	�N , �5�

where rmj represents the distance between heavy atom m
within the CG bead j and the geometry center of the CG
bead, and N is the total number of heavy atoms within the
bead, respectively. RCH

Vdw is the average Van der Waals �Vdw�
radii of CH /CH2 /CH3 groups which are located at the most
outside of the CG beads. RCH

Vdw is equal to 1.925 Å.54 The
parameters of the effective radii of beads in inhibitors’ CG
models are showed in supplementary Table I.87

C. Calculation of interaction energy

In order to investigate the driving forces, association rate
and affinity for the binding processes, we calculated the in-
teraction energy of inhibitors binding by all-atom molecular
mechanics �MM� and Poisson–Boltzmann solvation area
method.55 The binding free energy consists of the following
parts:

�Gb = �U − T�S = �GMM + �Gsol
C − �Gsol

P − �Gsol
I − T�S ,

�6�

where �U is interaction energy, given by �U=�GMM

+�Gsol
C −�Gsol

P −�Gsol
I , and �GMM is the interaction energy

between the PR and the inhibitor; �Gsol
C , �Gsol

P , and �Gsol
I are

the solvation free energy for the PR-inhibitor complex, PR
itself, and the inhibitor itself, respectively. The term of −T�S
reflects the conformational entropy changes upon binding.

�GMM can be further decomposed into Vdw and electro-
static parts,

�GMM = �Gint
vdw + �Gint

ele. �7�

The solvation energy �Gsol consists of two parts, the electro-
static contribution and the nonpolar contribution, as

TABLE I. Interaction energies for potential HIV-1 PR inhibitors. �Data in parentheses are from Refs. 32, 51, and 60.�

Inhibitors

�GMM �Gsol

�U
�kcal/mol�

�0 value in CG models
�kcal/mol�

LJ potential energy in CG models
�kcal/mol�

Vdw
�kcal/mol�

Electrostatic
�kcal/mol�

Nonpolar
�kcal/mol�

Polar
�kcal/mol�

XK263 −69.7	3.8 −38.7	2.0 −6.0	0.2 76.2	1.9
−38.2	2.8

0.46 −37.63	0.2
�−30−40�

NFV
−64.1	3.0 −38.5	2.5 −6.0	0.3 84.3	2.5 −24.3	2.2

0.32 −25.66	0.2
�−65.3	2.3� �−36.8	0.8� �−5.7	0.0� �82.8	0.8� �−26.8	0.1�

SQV
−59.1	2.5 −30.9	2.5 −6.7	0.3 69.2	2.4 −27.5	2.7

0.29 −27.53	0.3
�−67.6	0.3� �−24.6	1.9� �−6.6	0.1� �72.0	2.0� �−25.1	0.6�

QF34 −67.6	2.5 −50.1	2.3 −7.1	0.2 97.2	3.0 −27.6	3.0 0.24 −27.12	0.3
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�Gsol = �Gsol
ele + �Gsol

nonpolar. �8�

Here the energy �Gsol
ele, reflecting the polar solvation energy,

was calculated by solving the Poisson–Boltzmann equations
using the APBS package.56 With the grid size set to 0.5 Å, the
interior dielectric constant was set to 1 while the dielectric
constant of water was set to 80. The radii of atoms were
taken from the AMBER parameters by the PDB2PQR
method.57 The nonpolar contribution, corresponding to the
burial of the solvent-accessible surface area �SASA� upon
binding, was calculated by

�Gsol
nonpolar = 
 � SASA + � , �9�

where SASA was the solvent-accessible surface area that was
calculated by the MSMS program58 with 1.4 Å radius probe
sphere. 
 �set to 0.00542 kcal /mol Å2� and � �set to 0.92
kcal/mol� are the constants extracted from a least-squares fit
to a plot of experimental alkane transfer free energies versus
accessible surface area.59,60

D. CG and atomistic MD simulations details

The CG simulations were performed on the GROMACS-

3.3.1 platform61,62 in which a Langevin dynamics �LD� mod-
ule was applied for mimicking frictional and stochastic ef-
fects of the solvent. The Langevin equation of motion is

mi
d2ri

dt2 = Fi�r� − 
mi
dr

dt
+ Ri�t� , �10�

where mi is the mass of the CG bead, Fi�t� is the systematic
force, 
 is the collision frequency, and Ri�t� is a noise pro-
cess with �Ri�0�Rj�t��=2mi
kBTij�t�, where kB is the Boltz-
mann constant and T is the absolute temperature. The 
 pa-
rameter determines both the magnitude of the friction and the
variance of the random force. In LD simulations, we set the
collision frequency parameter 
 to 2/ps as previously
reported,32 and the time step was set to 10 fs �due to the
flexible force field in CG model and the large mass of CG
beads, this large time step is justified�. The simulation tem-
perature was set to 300 K. The nonbonded pair list was up-
dated every five steps. The nonbonded interaction cutoff be-
tween the CG beads of the PR and the inhibitors was set to
20 Å. The parameterization of CG force field was first fitted
by Tozzini and co-workers48,51 in using DL_POLY �Ref. 63�

and UHBD package.64 We here implemented the CG force
field into the GROMACS-3.3.1. More parameters details see
supplementary Tables I and II.87

The starting free state of PR for CG simulations was
chosen as the semiopen structure �PDB code: 1HHP�. The
inhibitor-bound structures were retrieved from Protein Data
Bank with PDB codes of PDB:1HVR �Ref. 14� for XK263,
PDB:1OHR �Ref. 65� for NFV, PDB:1HXB �Ref. 66� for
SQV, and PDB:1IZH �Ref. 67� for QF34. Several side chains
of the PR were modified to match the sequence of
PDB:1HHP.

All-atom simulations were also performed using
GROMACS-3.3.1 �Refs. 61 and 62� with the force field of
ffamber99.68 The all-atom force field parameters of inhibitors
were obtained by the ANTECHAMBER module and general
AMBER force field �Refs. 69 and 70� with AM1-BCC �Ref.
71� charges in AMBER package.72 Both catalytic Asp side
chains of the PR were modeled in the nonprotonated state
according to the protonation in solution at pH 7. The HIV-1
PR systems were solvated in an 90�80�80 Å3 TIP3P wa-
ter box.73 Appropriate Cl ions were added to neutralize the
system. Particle mesh ewald74 was used to calculate the long-
range electrostatic interactions. The systems were minimized
and then gradually heated to 300 K and equilibrated in 200
ps. Positional restraints were used first and the restraint force
constants were decreased from 2.39 to 0 kcal /mol Å2 in a
few stages. All production simulations were at 300 K with a
pressure of 1 bar with the Berendsen algorithm75 and last 1
ns. The SHAKE algorithm76 was applied to constrain the
bonds with H-atoms. The time step of the simulations is 2.0
fs. The cutoff of the nonbonded interactions was set to 10 Å.
The nonbonded pairs were updated every ten steps. The 1 ns
simulation trajectories were saved as 500 snapshots, and the
last 250 snapshots were used to calculate the interaction en-
ergy �GMM and �Gsol. All graphics and visualization analy-
sis were processed using the VMD program.77

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. CG dynamics of free HIV-1 PR

To validate the CG force field we implemented, we
herein first investigate the opening and closing dynamics of
the ligand-free HIV-1 PR, e.g., the dynamics of two flaps
without ligands. As shown in Fig. 2, CG simulations produce
the same-level accuracy on conformational dynamics of
HIV-1 PR, in terms of fluctuations, collectivity, and flexibil-
ity, as of the all-atom simulations.

A typical trajectory of the CG dynamics of HIV-1 PR is
showed in Fig. 3�a�. The large lateral movements of flaps are
the primary motions, and CG dynamics show that the PR
flaps can dynamics-driven transit between the open, semio-
pen, and close states constantly. Because the active site is
caved by two flaps, the accessibility of the substrates or in-
hibitors was normally marked out by a key distance of be-
tween tips of ILE50A-ILE50B.29,31,48 Here, we found that
the distance between the active site and the flap tips, which
denoted by the ASP25A-ILE50A distance, is also a very im-
portant measure of the flapping dynamics. In fact, the bind-
ing accessibility of inhibitors should be a combination of the

TABLE II. Association rate constants and binding times of different inhibi-
tors.

Association rate constants
�M−1 s−1�

Estimated binding timea

�ns�

XK263b 2.52�1010	9.99�109 15
NFV 6.63�105	3.04�105 130
SQV 8.17�105	1.61�105 250
QF34 n.a. 250

aBinding time is an approximate indication of the binding capability when
the inhibitors are set at the same initial position under same boundary con-
ditions.
bThe association rate constants were from Ref. 22. As no experimental re-
sults for XK263 were determined, the rate constant of XK263 was fitted
from its analoglike ligand of DMP323.
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ILE50A-ILE50B and ASP25A-ILE50A distances that gives
an actual volume and space of the binding cavity. Thus we
define the open state of PR as a state when a correlated
opening of the ILE50A-ILE50B �i.e., �14 Å� and ASP25-
ILE50 �i.e., �18 Å� distances occurs simultaneously.

Our definition of the open state is justified by the posi-
tive correlation between the ASP25A-ILE50A distance and
the ILE50A-ILE50B distance �Fig. 3�b��. The two distances
are correlated linearly with a correlation coefficient of R
=0.78. This indicates that the depth of the active site cavity
shall move coupled to the width of the flaps tips, thus the
potential substrates or inhibitors can access a fully opening
active site pocket.

B. CG dynamics of inhibitors binding into HIV-1 PR

We investigated the CG dynamics of two kinds of prom-
ising inhibitors for HIV-1 PR: The small ligands with no flap
water �e.g., XK263, DMP323, and DMP128�, and the large
ligands with flap water �e.g., SQV, NFV, and QF34�.78

Figures 4 and 6 show the inhibiting dynamics trajecto-
ries �translated by key flapping distances of ILE50A-
ILE50B, ASP25A-ILE50A, and ASP25A-inhibitor; as well
as interaction energies� of test inhibitor XK263 and Food and
Drug Administration �FDA�-approved saquinavir �SQV�
binding into ligand-free HIV-1 PR, respectively. Meanwhile,
Figs. 5 and 7 record a series of conformational snapshots in
their corresponding binding pathways, respectively.

To reveal the binding processes of inhibitors, the inhibi-
tors was randomly put outside the binding cavity �about 20 Å
away�, as presented in Figs. 5 and 7 at t=0. Given that the
active site of HIV-1 PR is formed by six amino acids that
construct two triads of Asp-Thr-Gly �residue numbers 25–27
and 25�–27�� at each monomer,6 we use the distance of
ASP25A-inhibitor to describe the position of inhibitor re-
lated to the active site. The ASP25A-inhibitor distance is
defined as the distance between ASP25 of monomer A and
the mass center of inhibitor, and it is the structural indicator
of the binding dynamics.

For the binding dynamics and inhabitation pathways of
XK263, XK263 first rotated a lot for a correct orientation
and close contact with the cavity. The inhibitor posed to
enter the cavity by collisions with the PR until the opening of
the flaps �e.g., in Fig. 5, t=15.66 ns for XK263 when both
the distances of ILE50A-ILE50B and ASP25A-ILE50A
open�. During the time from 15 to 45 ns with the flaps open,
XK263 rearranged its orientation in the cavity until forming
a tightly packed complex with PR and the flaps fully closed
�at t=45 ns with the mean distance of ASP25A-XK263
around 10 Å, and ILE50A-ILE50B returned to about 5 Å�.
The flaps do not open again till the simulation ended at
t=500 ns �Fig. 4, with results up to 75 ns showed�. To con-
firm the correlation between ILE50A-ILE50B and ASP25A-
ILE50A distances during the binding process, we draw the
distribution of ILE50A-ILE50B versus ASP25A-ILE50A dis-
tances in the binding process of XK263, as showed in Fig.
4�c�. There is clear correlation �with a correlation coefficient
R=0.77� between the ILE50A-ILE50B and ASP25A-
ILE50A distance during XK263 binding into the active site.

It should be noted that the current CG treatment does not
catch the specific interactions between the flap tips and those
between flap tips and inhibitors at atomistic level. Although
the flap reversal can sometimes happen �as shown in Fig. 2
with different flap handednesses87�, it does not help define

FIG. 2. CG simulations produce the same-level conformational dynamics of
HIV-1 PR, in terms of fluctuations, collectivity, and flexibility, as of the
all-atom simulations.

FIG. 3. �Color� CG dynamics of free HIV-1 PR in a 500 ns timeframe: �a�
trajectories of distances of ILE50A-ILE50B and ASP25A-ILE50A �the LD
simulation with collision frequency 2/ps, output every 200 ps, time step is
10 fs�. �b� Correlation of the ILE50A-ILE50B and ASP25A-ILE50A dis-
tances. The line was fitted linearly with a correlation coefficient R=0.78.
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the semiopen and closed configuration in the dynamics simu-
lation. Instead, we used the distances of ILE50A-ILE50B
and ASP25A-ILE50A to describe the accessibility of the ac-
tive site. In this study, we focused on the entering dynamics
process of inhibitors into PR which are mainly related with
the semiopen and open states. Therefore, even the CG treat-

ment cannot exclusively define the closed state, it captured
the main dynamics factors of the gating of PR and binding
process of inhibitors.

For the inhibitor SQV, a largely different topology leads
to a quite different binding modes and process from XK263.
As shown in Fig. 6, the flaps may open several times before
SQV entered the cavity, e.g., in Fig. 7 �t=21.48 ns� a flap-
opening event �a central wide opening� with failed entering
process was shown. Because of the unique topology of SQV,
the inhibitor has to seek a proper entrance to the cavity. As
shown in Fig. 7 �t=71.96 ns�, SQV only enters the cavity
when the flaps opened large enough �i.e., including the cen-
tral and lateral motions�. Even after SQV enters the cavity,
the flaps might reopen quickly �Fig. 7, t=125.86 ns� and
closed until SQV aligned at the right position �whereas the
ILE50A-ILE50B distance remains at about 5 Å, as showed
in Fig. 7, t=181.50 ns and after�. Once the flaps closed, the
fluctuations of the flaps and the inhibitor are significantly
reduced, and the energy is stabilized at much lower state
�Fig. 6�b�� and PR fully bound with the inhibitor.

Interestingly, we observed that the small inhibitors such
as XK263 may enter the cavity even with the flaps closed.
However large inhibitors such as SQV have to enter with the
flaps opened. Apparently SQV-PR needed more time to fully
close than XK263-PR. This observation was consistent with
the all-atom simulations results.33,34 We found that for the
larger inhibitors like SQV, the binding processes can be clas-
sified in a two-step mechanism:24 First the “diffusion con-
trol” step, the inhibitor diffuses to the PR and forms a loosely
bound inhibitor-PR complex with the flaps open; second the
“gating control” step, accompanying with the closing flaps, a
tightly bound complex formed as the flaps closed on the
inhibitors. On the other side, small inhibitors like XK263 can
enter the cavity even without the flaps opening, and the flaps
closed tightly and fast once XK263 is at the right position.
The fast kinetics of binding processes of XK263 appears as
an approximate one-step “diffusion control” mechanism.25

Notably the CG method used in this work can capture
the essential dynamics of the protein open-close transitions
under the interactions of inhibitors, while the previous CG
models only focused on the folding of small protein and
short peptides.43–45 In comparison to the Gaussian network
model of HIV-1 PR,38 this CG dynamics not only reveal the
cooperative fluctuations but also the ligand binding dynamics
and pathways.

C. Interaction energies and association rate for HIV-1
PR inhibitors

The interaction energies for different HIV-1 PR inhibi-
tors are listed in Table I. The primary driving forces are the
contributions of nonbonded interaction between PR and in-
hibitor, �GMM. The nonpolar solvation energy which corre-
sponds to the burial of SASA upon binding contributes much
smaller than �GMM, and the polar contribution �the polar
solvation free energy� served as the primary resistance in the
binding processes. Of course, the conformational entropy
changes of inhibitors and PR may also have style contribu-
tions to binding energy. However they were not accounted in

FIG. 4. �Color� Binding dynamics of substrate XK263. �a� Distances of
ILE50A-ILE50B, ASP25A-ILE50A, and ASP25A-XK263 obtained in the
LD simulation with collision frequency 2/ps, output every 20 ps, time step is
10 fs—the stepping of distances mark out different stages of binding. �b�
Accompanying the binding process of inhibitors, there is a significant
changes in the total interaction energy between XK263 and the PR dropped
from −10 to �17 kcal/mol as the binding begins, decreased to
−30 kcal /mol as the flaps open, and stabilized to �38 kcal/mol for fully
bound. �c� Correlation of the ILE50A-ILE50B and ASP25A-ILE50A dis-
tances in the binding process of XK263 with the flaps opened. The black
data points represented the process before binding, while the red data points
represented the process during binding. The blue line was fitted with a
correlation coefficient R=0.77.
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Table I. Therefore the values calculated here are systemati-
cally larger than those of experiments. Given the previous
studies30 that the entropic contribution of PR from the open
to the closed state was about 11	10 kcal /mol, the binding
energies we obtained are in the correct range if taking this
into account.

The association rate constants from experiments and the
binding time determined from our simulations are showed in
Table II. The association rate constants of XK263 was the
largest one in the four inhibitors, reached to
109–1010 M−1 s−1. For inhibitor nelfinavir �NFV� and SQV,
the association rate constants were at the 105–106 M−1 s−1

level. To estimate a binding time using the CG models, the
inhibitor XK263 has the fastest kinetics entering with a bind-
ing time of about 15 ns. In contrast, the binding times of
other inhibitors were well beyond the level of 100 ns. The

CG models revealed different kinetic rates of varying inhibi-
tors, which were consistent with the experiment data
qualitatively.

Experiments indicated that association rate of HIV-1 PR
binding substrates or inhibitors are in a wide range of
102–108 M−1 s−1, which are below the diffusion-limited
level of 109–1010 M−1 s−1.20,22,23 Interestingly, the associa-
tion rates of cyclic urea inhibitors, e.g., inhibitors XK263
and DMP323 are in the range of 109–1010 M−1 s−1, which is
close to the diffusion-limited rate.22 In contrast, the associa-
tion rate of SQV was about 106 M−1 s−1, which means the
large inhibitor SQV needs the full opening of flaps22 and
binding process is beyond simple diffusion-limited mode.
The wide range of the association rate constants reflect that
the binding processes are not only diffusion controlled but
also influenced by many other factors, such as PR-inhibitor
interactions, geometrical constraints of the active site and/or
topology of inhibitors.79 However the details of these influ-
ences are not yet understood.

D. The effect of interaction strength on inhibition

For different schemes of binding dynamics and path-
ways, the main driving force is the nonbond interaction be-
tween the inhibitors and the PR cavity. There is indicative
trend that the old generation inhibitors �indinavir, NFV,
SQV� are entropically driven while the new generation po-
tent inhibitors �amprenavir, lopinavir� are based on more en-
thalpic binding interactions.80 For the later case, the flexibil-
ity of inhibitor can adapt the subtle conformational changes
induced by targeted mutations of PR. However, the more
flexible of dynamics, the more would inhibitors lose their
conformational entropy upon binding.81–83 Thus understand-
ing the effect of inhibitors’ interaction strength and stiffness
is critical to novel inhibitor designs for HIV-1 PR.

To investigate the effect of the interaction strength on the
binding dynamics, we mimicked the strength change of the
LJ potential between the inhibitor and PR by �=���0 in the
potential Eq. �3�. Here �� is a dimensionless parameter, and
�0 is the strength of the LJ energy which is from our all-atom
calculations of interaction energy. We found that, as shown
in Fig. 8, the binding time of inhibitors decreases signifi-
cantly versus a stronger strength of LJ potential �e.g., when
���1, the binding time of XK263 would be less than 5 ns;
However for SQV, the same scale change of binding time
would request ���1.5�.

This gives a dynamics picture on the mode of inhibitors
tightly binding with the PR cavity: When the inhibitor dif-
fuses near the cavity, the driving forces of the cavity make
the inhibitors collide with the flaps. Once the attraction is

FIG. 6. �Color� Binding dynamics of FDA-approved HIV-1 PR inhibitor
SQV. �a� Distances of ILE50A-ILE50B, ASP25A-ILE50A and ASP25A-
SQV obtained in the LD simulations with collision frequency 2/ps. �b� The
total interaction energy changes during the binding process.

FIG. 5. �Color� Snapshots of the CG simulation of
XK263 binding into the active site of HIV-1 PR.
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strong enough that the inhibitor pushes the flaps opening up
�i.e., by an increasing distance of ASP25A-ILE50A�, the
cavity is open for the inhibitor entering �one extreme case
would be an inhibitor entering without flaps opening�. As
demonstrated by Sadiq et al.,84 the larger inhibitors �e.g.,
SQV� can be driven out of the cavity by a lateral force where
the PR did not show significantly opened configuration. Our
work now makes it clearer that lateral inhibitor expulsion
from a semiopen configuration is possible. For a comparative
process, the inhibitor can enter the PR cavity without the full
flaps opening, only if the interaction strength is strong
enough. However, if the attraction was weaker, the inhibitors
could not open the flaps up, e.g., ���0.5, the inhibitors may
drift away from the PR and this lead to failed binding
processes.

It is worthy to note that as the driving forces get weaker,
the binding time calculated was more scattered since the sto-
chastic effect would play more dominant roles in the binding
dynamics. As shown in the experiment data, the binding ki-
netics of small inhibitors �e.g., XK263 of Table I� is much
faster than larger inhibitors. It is due to that the strong inter-
action strength would overcome the conformational entropy
restrictions. On the other side, when the attraction between
inhibitor and PR becomes strong, the inhibitor dynamics
would heavily affect the PR dynamics, i.e., enlarging the
entrance or opening of the flaps. This reminds us, the inhibi-
tor flexibility will dynamically affect the inhibition binding
process: For very flexible or small inhibitors, it can change
its shape to adapt the narrow entrance to PR by simple at-
tractions �one-step binding, i.e., diffusion limited�. In con-
trast, if the inhibitor was stiff or large, the strong attractions
would push the PR flaps for a wide entrance and the inhibi-
tors must wait for the flaps’ full opening to enter, and this
leads to the two-step binding �i.e., diffusion-limited and gat-
ing controlled�.

Similar to the binding behaviors of the HIV-1 PR sys-
tem, the above analyses can also be applied to other protein
translocation processes, e.g., through the nanopore.85,86 In
nanopores, the molecules such as small protein segments
may be induced to unfold before entering the pore.85 Simi-
larly, a single-stranded DNA helix can be unstacked by the
nanopore.86 In both situations, like HIV-1 PR, the competi-
tion of the driving forces and the deformability of entering
molecules control the translocation processes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We implemented a CG dynamics algorithm to simulate
protein-ligand dynamics at very large timescales up to mi-
crosecond. We calculated the interaction energy with the all-

atom simulation and obtain the interaction parameters in CG
dynamics. This CG dynamics was successfully tested in the
inhibition dynamics of HIV-1 PR and its ligands. CG dynam-
ics shows same level of accuracy as all-atom simulation in
term of fluctuations, collective motions, and binding path-
ways.

A notable finding in HIV-1 PR is that ILE50A-ILE50B
and ASP25A-ILE50A distances correlated positively in the
bound-free PR or the inhibitor-binding PR. The binding
times calculated in the CG simulation were consistent with
the association rate constants from experiments. We also find
the binding processes of different inhibitors can be classified

FIG. 7. �Color� Snapshots of the CG simulation of SQV
binding into the active site of HIV-1 PR.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Inhibition binding time depends on the varied inter-
action strength for CG model of �a� XK263 �with an inset with more details�
and �b� SQV. The binding time was defined from the beginning of simula-
tion to the inhibitor entered the cavity with the flaps closed. The data points
were distinct simulations with different initial velocity but the same initial
position of inhibitors. The solid line was the average times.
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into two types: The one-step scheme controlled by diffusion
only and the two-step scheme controlled by both diffusion
and the gating of PR flaps. For different schemes of binding
dynamics and pathways, the driving force is the nonbond
interaction between the inhibitors and the PR cavity. Mean-
while, the size and topology of inhibitors and the interaction
strength between inhibitors and PR have great influence on
the binding dynamics. Compared to previous studies, this
work provides a more quantitative dynamics study on bind-
ing behaviors of inhibitors into PR.
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